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ABSTRACT 
Let X, Y be two normal n X n matrices over @ with respective spectra x1, . . . , x,# 
and ~1, .= ., ZJ,.,. Marcus and de Oliveira conjectured that the determinant of X + Y 
lies in the convex hull generated by the n! complex points II:= 1( xi + ZJ&, where a 
ranges over the symmetric group S,. We prove the conjecture for the case theat n - 2 
of the yi are equal. First the problem is reduced to the question of nonnegative 
solvability of a certain system of linear equations. Then the required nonnegative 
solvability is demonstrated by involving a measure theoretic generalization of the 
marriage lemma. Our main result forms a positive counterpart to a recent example 
given by Drury. 
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matrices over a= with respective 
det( X + Y ) E co ( xi + !I@,) : O- E %I 
i = 1 
where co denotes the convex hull, and S, is the symmetric group of degree n. 
in this paper we establish the validity of the conjecture for the case that 
n- 2 of the yi are equal, i.e., the spectrum of Y is of the form 
y1, yp y,-9 ye One checks readily that the validity for this case will follow if 
it is true for y = 0. 
In what fo?lows we say that a pair (I, K) of subsets of [n] = (1,2, . . . , n} 
is k-equicardinal if 111 = 1 K 1 = k. The complement of I in [n] is denoted by 
I’. The submatrix of U formed by rows and columns with indices i E 1 and 
k E K, respectively, is designated by U[ II K]. The image of the subset I of 
[n] under u E S, is a(I). 
Using the fact that normal matrices are unitarily similar to diagonal ones, 
and viewing det(X + Y) and the products lIJ~& + yUci,) (a E S,) as 
polynomials in the variables xi and yi, one can show (see [8]) that Conjecture 
1 is equivalent to the one below: 
CONJECTURE 2. For all unitary U and all complex x1, . . . , x,, yl, . . . , yn 
there exists a family (t,>, E s 
n of nonnegative reals whose sum is 1 such that 
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ebiano et al. [I] and erikoski and Wrtanen [6], it 
was natural to hope that for every unitary U = (U i k ) there exist nonnegative 
reals t,, clr E S,, such th a t f or every equicardinal pair (I, K) one would have 
/2]-equicardinal pairs. 
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following theorem: 
THEOREM 9. Giuen a unitary n X n matrix U, there 
t,, CT E S,, such that for all equicardinal pairs ( I, K) for 
Clearly, instead of (1,2) one can choose any fried two-element su 
[n]. (The t, might depend on that choice.) It now becomes obvious that if 
- 2 of the yi are equal to zero, the conjecture holds in a stronger form: 
Y!he family <t,>, E s n can be chosen independently of the complex numbers 
xiT yja 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
we 
For a pair of mutually orthogonal unit vectors = (uk), v = (vJ in @” 
shall show the existence of an n x n matrix S of nonnegative entries Sj j 
and with zero diagonal, whose kth row sum is lu,l”, whose kth column sum 
is 1t+J2, and the q entry of whose real part S + ST is luivj - ujvj12. In other 
words, we shall show the solvability of the following system (I) of 2n + n2 
linear equations in reals Sij > 0: 
I I 2 Skj = Uk ) k = l,...,n, (1 1 a 
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Sij $- Sji = IUiVj - UjVil~, 
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then there exists a family (&, . . . , U,,) of n pairwise disjoint sets satisfying 
Proof. This is a special case of a result of Bollob& and Varoupoulus [3]. 
The reader who wishes a direct proof will have no difficulty in adapting a 
proof of the classical marriage lemma (see e.g. i&y 17, pp. 27,44]). 
In order to state our second lemma we introduce for i, j E [n] the 
quantities 
wl(i.j) = I UiVj - uj"il' 
= lUi12~Vj~2 - UiuiujVj - .ujuiBi~j + 11(,121Vi12. (3) 
Note that the ~ght 
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i -= 4. 
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(d) For each k Ed [n], 
Proof. (a): We extend the Lagrange identity [Z, p. 31 to the complex 
case: 
w{i,j} = (lUi121Vj~2 + lUj121Vi12) - (Ui ViUj Vj + ~~jvi*~Vi) 
6, jkK kjkK {i,jkK 
2 2 = I I uk I I vk - ukEk iikvk. 
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Since the last term is a nonnegative real, we get (a). 
(h): It suffic es to remark that the compounds of a unitary matrix are 
unitary. 
(cj: This is equivalent to 
I ’ I1 _k,2 = 1 - Iuk12 > 1 - w{i,j} = ‘*{i, j}' 
kEKC kEK (i, j)nK#0 {i, jkKC 
which is a consequence of (a). 
(d): Use (3) and the fact that EIuj12 = xIvj12 = 1 an 
We are now ready for the 
Proof. (of solvability of the system (I)). 
k E [n] let 
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inally, by Lemma 2(d) and (4) we 
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at the system (I) has a real nonnegative solution, and our proof 
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